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Is Ebonics really a dialect or simply bad English? Do women and men speak differently? Will

computers ever really learn human language? Does offensive language harm children? These are

only a few of the issues surrounding language that crop up every day. Most of us have very definite

opinions on these questions one way or another. Yet as linguists Donna Jo Napoli and Vera

Lee-Schoenfeld point out in this short and thoroughly readable volume, many of our most deeply

held ideas about the nature of language and its role in our lives are either misconceived or

influenced by myths and stereotypes.Language Matters provides a highly informative tour of the

world of language, examining these and other vexing and controversial language-related questions.

Throughout, Napoli and Lee-Schoenfeld encourage and lead the reader to use common-sense and

everyday experience rather than preconceived notions or technical linguistic expertise. Both their

questions and their conclusions are surprising, sometimes provocative, and always

entertaining.This thoroughly revised second edition updates the book with a new co-author, and

includes new chapters on language and power, language extinction, and what it is linguists actually

do. Language Matters is sure to engage both general readers and students of language and

linguistics at any level.
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Needed it for a class, didn't even read anything from the book.

We have an upcoming generation that only knows how to communicate in shorthand. They have not

had the pleasure of enjoying the written and spoken word.This book is written in an interesting,

clear, concise manner that shows how important language is. The book should be read by young

people especially, to show how language is important when communicating for pleasure, business,

politics or just for the love of the spoken or written word.The book uses examples to make certain

points. It was easy to read and I purchased it for Christmas gifts.

Like how fast you receive digital downloads!

Product as described and shipped quickly.

Great used text book

You could google all this stuff and get better facts. I wasn't impressed.

I had to use this book for my college linguistics class and it was pretty useless. There really isn't any

information in the book that isn't common sense if you just think about it.

I recently adopted this book for my Freshman English course at a community college. I wanted a

better-priced alternative to a textbook like "What's Language Got to Do with It" for a theme on

language; more, it introduced students to the idea of a disciplinary vantage with one that they mostly

did not know existed --linguistics. I found that talking about language, without defining it, was

confusing for many students, because language is like air: we don't distinguish it, until we do. While

my other, wide-ranging reading selections centered on issues like Language and Identity; the social

construction of race and gender, and Language, Power and Privilege, Napoli and Lee-Schoenfeld's

book gave us the common grounding from which to work on these topics. My students, many of

whom are first generation Americans, found the chapters on language acquisition and Creoles and

Pidgins revelatory. In general, and to my delight, they found the book challenging and accessible,

and to a student -- when I asked -- they said: they liked the book. The format -- short chapters, the

Q&A approach, the copious use of examples, many of which are narratively-based, yet offered in

the context of a specific set of theories and findings, made this text the single most quoted source in



my students' capstone research projects -- on a wide variety of self-directed topic selections. My

appreciation for this book. Meg Kallman Feeley, Dept of English, Kingsborough Community College

Brooklyn NY.
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